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Strossen Elected ACLU Prexy
Tenured
Professor
At NYLS
Elected As
First Woman
President

Succeeds
Norman
Dorseri
New York Law School Professor Nadine
Strossen was elected president of the
ACLU by the national board on January
26. 1991. She took office on February I.
Professor Strossen teaches constitutional
law. She is the first woman president in
the history of the ACLU. Strossen is a
graduate of Harvard Law School and previously practiced in Minneapolis and New
York City.
Strossen replaces Norman Dorsen, a
professor at NYU Law School, who served
as president since 1976. She will preside
over the Civil Liberties Union's policymaking activities. Day to day activities of
the ACLU are handled by the Executive
Director.
The ACLU achieved momentary notoriety in the last presidential election when
George Bush atttacked Michael Dukakis
as a "card-carrying member" of the American Civil Liberties Union. The Civil
Liberties Union presently handles almot
80% of all reproductive freedom cases in
the country. It also handles 90% of all
. federal prison cases. At any one time, the
ACLU and its 51 affiliate offices have
approximately 6,000 law suits pending.

by Susan Fleischman
It is probably not a surprise to anyone
that when we the editors had our first
meeting of the semester. I was unanimously elected to report on Nadine Strossen's most recent accomplishment: her
election to the presidency of the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). The rationale
behind this editorial decision had nothing
to do with the fact that I attended this
quintessential event which took place at
the Princeton Club on January 26. 1991.
Rather. their collective reasoning was that
there was no other student who would
enjoy writing about Professor Strossen
more than I. And those who know me
would probably agree. For I am proud and
extremely vocal of the high esteem I hold
for Professor Strossen. I feel she is the
paradigmatic role model. And it is not only
me who feels that she is an extraordinary
woman. NYLS obviously believes strongly
in her. I say this not only because they
asked her to join our faculty (in the Fall
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KENNEDY WILL BE
SPEAKING AT NYLS
Yes. that's right Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
will be lecturing at NYLS on April 11 t_h
1991. This promises to be one of the
biggest events sponsored by the Environmental Law Society (ELS) this year.
Robert Kennedy. Jr. is Senior Staff Attorney. Natural Resources Defense Council,
Clinical Professor of Law at Pace University Law School and Supervising Attorney
for the Hudson Fisherman's Association.
He will be speaking on "Citizen Action
on the Hudson River". The discussion will
be held on the 5th floor Faculty Dining
Room from 4:30-6:30. Everyone is invited
and tell all your friends, as Robert Kennedy is a dynamic speaker. Also, if you
are concerned about the water you drink
and whether it is really potable, you should
attend.
In response to the Persian Gulf War ELS
is sponsoring an event that can address
and discuss the environmental horror and
possible legal implications. As you may
already know, there is a huge oil slick 12
miles wide and 60 miles long in the Gulf.
The size of this oil slick is 20 times that
of the Exxon Valdez spill. Many Environmentalists/Scientists-including
Carl
Sagan and friends-are seriously concerned about the possible effects of the oil
refineries that are burning out of control.

The impact of these environmental catastrophes may have significant effects on
the entire Earth. not to mention the middle
east region, for years to come.
On the home front ELS is working with
NYLS in an attempt to get office paper
recycled throughout the school. This
would be a big accomplishment and environmental
benefit which may be implemented soon, thanks to the efforts of
the Facilities and Management Office.
Here are a few things students can do
to improve the NYLS environment:
1) Clean up after your self (we supposedly learned this in kindergarten).
2) Recycle your aluminum cans and
newspapers (don't just throw them in the
garbage).
3) If you see someone break rule I or
2 let them know, spread the word (let's get
with it-this is the 90's).
Obviously there is a lot going on at
NYLS concerning this growing field of
environmental law. But we would like to
get even bigger. So if you're interested in
getting more involved, or you just want to
know what is going on, come to the next
ELS meeting. Signs are posted as to the
time and place, or you can always stop by
the ELS office at C-105. Until then, keep
the Scene Clean!
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The Reporter Staff

The Reporter Staff

Michael Wood
Liz Ames
Otis Damslet

.x>·salutes the men and women

Susan Fleischman
Shirley Wong
Albert Wollerman
Evan Augoustinatios

presently serving in the Military

Bradley Shaw
Diane Wolfson

•

Dilip Massand

forces in the Middle East.

Barry Block
J. Will Cook
Pete Wagner
Lawrence Siry

We hope they all get home safely.

Anastasia Siry
James Horan
Karen Emma

Perhaps- someday we can just

Phillip Spyropoulos
Jeryl Bruner
THE REPORTER invites interested parties to submit columns. ·letters. articles. criticisms
or suggestions to: The Managing Board. THE REPORTER. 57 Worth Street. Room C-102.
New York. N.Y. 10003. Telephone: (212) 431-2117.
THE REPORTER. which is published periodically during the academic year. has an opinion
column entitled "VIEWPOINT." Persons interested in submitting a written opinion for this
column should label it ··VTEWPOINT" and submit it to THE REPORTER. THE REPORTER
reserves the right to edit all material accepted for publication.
College Press Service Subscriber.

"give PEACE a chance."

"Under the First Amendment, there is no such thing as a false idea. However perrucious an opnnon may seem,
we depend for its correction not on the conscience- of judges and juries but on the competition of other ideas.
New York Times v. ·Sullivan, 376 U.S. at 270, 84 S.Ct. at 721.
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"And they wonder why we never answer their signals
I'm telling you Marge, these people are bad news."
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PRIVACYv.
BOWERS v.
HARDWICK
year

Otis R. Damslet, 1st
On January 29 the Lesbian and Gay
Law Students Association presented a
taped episode of the Phil Donahue show
on the. case of Bowers v. Hardwick, in
which the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of a Georgia statute that
criminalizes all forms of noncoital sexual
activity. In a rare television appearance,
Michael Hardwick told the story of his
arrest, his subsequent journey through the
courts, and the 1986 ruling that bears his
name.
Hardwick's tale began in 1982 when he
was ticketed by officer R.K. Torick for
drinking in public after leaving a Gay bar
in Georgia. Hardwick paid the fine on the
date required, but one hour late. Officer
Torick. an active member of the local Ku
Klux Klan. reacted immediately and obtained an invalid warrant to arrest
Hardwick.
Three weeks later Torick arrived at
Hardwick's home. A houseguest opened
the door, and Torick proceeded to the bedroom. After watching Hardwick and
another man in media res for nearly a mi-

nute, the officer arrested the two on
charges of sodomy.
In a civil suit against Georgia attorney
general Michael Bowers, Hardwick argued that the statute deprived him of his
constitutional rights to privacy, and equal
protection, and that the twenty year maximum sentence was cruel and unusual
punishment.
The Federal District Court dismissed the
suit, but the Eleventh Circuit reversed.
holding that the statute violated rights of
privacy and intimate association. Bowers
appealed. and the case of Bowers v.
Hardwick went to the Supreme Court.
Numerous civil rights organizations, religious institutions, and other parties, together representing several million people,
filed briefs in favor of respondent
Hardwick. Several groups, describing
himselves as moral watchdogs, filed briefs
in favor of appellant Bowers.
Following oral arguments the preliminary vote of the Supreme Court was five
to four to affirm the opinion of the
Eleventh Circuit. But when the time came
to sign opinions, Justice Powell changed

his mind and the final decision was to
reverse the circuit court, five to four.
The Donahue episode was taped shortly
after the Supreme Court published its ruling. The Donahue audience, like most
Americans, almost unanimously opposed
the decision. Phil Donahue read statistics
indicating that 97% of all Americans are
guilty of some violation of the Georgia
law, and light-heartedly suggested that
civic-minded citizens should tum themselves in and serve their twenty year prison
sentence. Callers and audience members
spoke of the death of privacy, the intrusion
of the state, and the arrival of Big Brother.
Several objected to the waste of police,
court, and prison resources that results
from the law.
(One caller said that the Constitution
does not mention privacy and that therefore states could regulate any private
activity.)
The decision in Bowers v. Hardwick surprised most observers and has drawn widespread criticism. Scholars have objected
to the virtual absence of legal reasoning
in the controlling opinions. Civil rights
organizations have pointed to the effect
that the Georgia statute and others like it
have on-Gay people, particuarly in parental custody cases and government employment: the law encourages a presumption
that Gay people are inherently criminal,

THE
NIGHT OWL
by Barry Block
The regularly scheduled column will not
appear this issue due to the unexpected
early arrival of:
MICHAEL J. BLOCKt
Born February 2, 19911
Weight: 8 lbs., 7 oz.
*NYLS Class of '15
L-

__.

and thus rationalizes discrimination. Justice Powell has returned to his original
position, that the statute should not have
been upheld, but the official decision remains. The decision has become one of
the most famous of the 1980's, and is covered in both Criminal Law and Constitutional Law courses at New York Law
School.
For those who missed the first showing
of the Donahue tape. it will run again at
New York Law School on Wednesday, February 27. In April of this year, Justices
Brennan and Powell, who took opposite
sides in the Bowers v. Hardwick decision,
will speak at New York Law School as
part of the events honoring former Supreme Court Justice John Harlan (NYLS
'24).

First Woman President of the ACLU

Continued from page 1
of 1988), but they were wise enough to
grant her tenure after only one semester
of teaching here. This support is buttressed
by the administration's "gracious offer" to
reduce her administrative responsibilities
once her term begins.
Those who are fortunate enough to
know her are aware of her deep cornrnirr.--------------------------------~broth~om

men! to civil liberties. She recalls being
a civil libertarian for .. as long as I can
remember." After all, active civil libertarianism is deeply rooted in her family
history. Her father grew up as a "Half-Jew"
in Hitler's Germany. He was extremely
active in anti-Nazi political movements
during his youth, and he miraculously survived a year in a concentration camp. Ad-

With the money I donate
to this school, I should
at least expect the Reporter
to spell my name correctly.

ditionally, her maternal grandfather emigrated to the United States from Yugoslavia
shortly before World War I. He was a conscientious objector during that war, and
was persecuted for it. During the Depression , he successfully resisted efforts of the
welfare authorities, which because of his
unemployment and dire poverty. attempted to remove her mother and her mother's
his custody.
Professor Strossen entered law school
with the specific goal of doing civil liberties litigation. Following her graduation
from Harvard Law School (magna cum
laude - top 5% - and Editor of Harvard
Law Review), she became a cooperating
ACLU lawyer immediately after being admitted to the bar (in 1976, in her then
home state of Minnesota). And when she
moved to New York in 1978 she promptly
became a cooperating lawyer for the national ACLU.
Professor Strossen's leadership positions in human rights organizations include General Counsel, Executive Committee Member, and National Board
Member of the ACLU; Vice Chair of Asia
Watch; Executive Committee Member of
Human Rights Watch; and Board Member,
The Fund for Free Expression and the National Coalition Against Censorship. She
has lectured extensively on various human
rights issues throughout the U.S. and overseas. She has also been a frequent media
commentator on constitutional law issues.
As a tenured law professor, she has a
great deal of discretionary time at her com-

mand. And for the past several years, in
addition to teaching Constitutional Law,
Federal Courts and International Human
Rights at NYLS, she has spent an average
of 20 hours per week on ACLU work.
Additionally, since her arrival at NYLS
less than three years ago, she has had I 1
of her works published, won three national
and international awards, held (and still
holds) positions in 16 different civic
groups, and has given more than 43 formal
speeches-8 international in 7 different
countries and 35 national in over 20 different states. All this is revolved around her
busy academic schedule for she feels that
"teaching is my highest priority" and
would never let anything interfere with
her committment to her students.
This article is already too long, yet not
long enough. I hope that by this point you
are saying to yourself, "Wow, Nadine
Strossen is truly an incredible woman. If
so then I have done my job successfully.
I know that I speak on behalf of the entire
NYLS family when I say how proud we
are of her. Congratulations Nadine! I have
full faith that you will accomplish anything you· set out on the ACLU agenda
with the same grace and ease we have seen
so many times that seems to come so
naturally to you!
Susan Fleischman is a graduating thirdyear law student at NYLS, and is President
and Executive Director of the Nadine
Strossen Fan Club.

Latino Law Students Society
.Symposium ·
Voluntary Segregation
Giving up the 14th Amendment
A new place to argue:

-

La Frak Moot Court Room dedication on October
17th. Left to righ: Bernard _Mendik, Robert Morgenthau, Sam La Frak, Ethel
La Frak and Dean Simon.

Faculty Dining Room
March 5, 1991 - 5:00 - 8:00 p.m.
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Labor & the Law

lawyers. Within a Iabor organization, the
question to strike is both a policy decision
and a tactical problem. It is probably the
most difficult decision a worker must face.
· Many questions must be answered before
Aid Society resources are expended, not a decision is made to strike. Will_ a job
for client representation, but for manage- action help accomplish the goals of the
ment and supervision. According to David collective bargaining? Do the members
Adams of the Association of Legal Aid have a sense of immediacy of the issues
Attorneys, the fat (within the budget) is involved? Can management maintain proin the management. There are presently duction through the use of supervisors?
939 staff attorneys, but there are almost Are the members willing to walk? Will
two hundred attorneys employed as direct management negotiate? The problems for
supervisors and another hundred attorneys attorneys are somewhat more complex.
who are employed to perform adrninistra- Will the _interests of the clients be protion or supervise support staff. These attor- tected? Will the integrity of the Court be
neys handle few cases, and over the last maintained? Can the deadlines be met?
few years, their number has increased.
The job action by the Legal Aid AttorThe negotiations and subsequent walk- neys points up the frustrations of collective
out illustrate some of the general problems bargaining for public service employees.
of public sector collective bargaining for
Continued on page 13

The Legal Aid Strike - A Cry for Help
by Michael Wood
Members of the Association of Legal
Aid Attorneys staged a one day walkout
against the New York Legal Aid Society
on Tuesday, January 29. The members intended to demonstrate their frustrations
with the lack of progress in contract negotiations. The previous two year collective
bargaining agreement had expired in July.
Negotiators had been taking place through
the past seven months. but have not resulted in a new contract.
During the walkout, clients who were
on trial continued to be represented by
Association members. Oral arguments for
appeals were also presented. Supervisors

covered arraignments.
The union is asking for a 15 % pay raise
and increased affirmative action. According to the union, management is negotiating to pass on increased medical costs to
workers. In the past, 100 % of medical
insurance was paid by the employer. The
employer wants to change that to a system
of 60% employer paid coverage, 40%
worker paid coverage. The union contends
that the increased insurance costs, added
to the present employer offer of 1.5% pay
increases, will result in a lower wage for
Legal Aid attorneys.
Some staff attorneys have complained
that a disproportionate amount of Legal

Sexually Explicit Speech.
by J. Will Cook
..The First Amendment in the 90s: The
Bounds of Sexually-Explicit Speech
Today" was a discussion held at the House
of the Association of the Bar of the City
of New York on the evening of January
30. The four speakers, Professor Nadine
Strossen, recently elected President of the
ACLU; William Bradford Reynolds,
Former Assistant Attorney General of the
Civil Rights Division; Nat Hentoff, a journalist with The Village Voice; and Joseph
J. Reilly, Jr., President of the organization
Morality and Media.
The discussion pitted Professor Strossen
and Mr. Hentoff, ardent advocates for full
protections of first amendment rights,
against Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Reilly,

advocates for limits on speech they deem
offensive.
Mr. Reilly was first to take the microphone. The organization he founded in the
1970s. Morality and Media, an "interfaith
organization, working through the Constitution to get rid of obscenity," believes
that there is a casual link between what
the media shows and the growing sex
crime statistics in this country. After
praising recent decisions curtailing speech
interests, Mr. Reilly closed with the statement, "the majority has rights too"meaning that he feels it is acceptable to
stifle the speech of minorities when the
majority find what they express offensive.
Mr. Hentoff, who has recently written

a book on the history of the First Amendment, was next to speak, emphatically stating that the state has no business telling
people what they should be able to see,
hear, or read. He also attacked the "community standards" doctrine enunciated in
Roth 1·. U.S .. 354 U.S. 476 ( 1957). which
is applied to speech to determine whether
or not it is obscene ('"appeals to the prurient interest"). One of the biggest problems with the community standards application is that standards in one community
can be very different than those in another,
and even within the same community, depending on the make-up of the jury.
Professor Strossen was next to speak
and opened with a quote from Marlene
Deitrich: "In the U.S., sex is an obsession;
in the rest of the world, it is a fact." ln
the United States, Professor Strossen continued, "there is a distrust in sex itself."
She then took on Mr. Reilly assertion that
sexually-explicit speech causes violent behavior. Citing several studies which
showed no such connection (Mr. Reilly
had mentioned only anecdotal evidence
for his beliefs), she attacked Meese's Commission on Pornography whose conclusion. that there was a casual link between
sex crimes and sexually-explicit "speech."
was "diametrically opposed" to the social
scientists who were interviewed by the
commission. In fact. several studies have
found that after seeing increasing amounts
of violence, a person is less likely to commit a violent act since the person becomes
more "enlightened"-in other words.
more speech helps rather than hurts.
Professor Strossen , speaking also as a
feminist, said obscenity laws do more
harm to women than good since they communicate the idea that women need protection from certain ideas. She closed with
the thought that there are far more serious
crimes than obscenity violations that need
to be prosecuted: "We should be convicting rapists rather than people who will
perhaps rape."
Last to speak before each participant
was given an opportunity to rebut arguments presented by the other panelists,
was Mr. Reynolds, the lawyer selected to
head the Justice Department's Civil Rights
Division by the Reagan Administration. It
is interesting to note that Mr. Reynolds,
at the time of his appointment, had no
background in civil rights law. The first
point he made was that it was necessary
to get back to the title of the program, and
hence, "there will be bounds on sexuallyexplicit speech in the 90s." The issue, as
he sees it, will not be that there won't be
censorship in the 90s, but rather who will
be the censors in the 90s. He foresees that
different communities will be regulated
differently, with a "national community"
regulated by Congress. His closing comment, however, was most indicative of his
viejv of the First Amendment. Here he

said obscene and sexually-explicit speech
are not related to the First Amendment so
we should not be so concerned if some of
this right is cut back.
Mr. Hentoff, showing distrust over the
importance both Mr. Reynolds and Mr.
Reilly attach to the community standards
doctrine, said that what a "community
values notion" does is to eviscerate the First
Amendment, leaving individuals unprotected. He also expressed anger at the Federal Communications Commission's policy of policing what controversial people
like Howard Stern say.
Mr. Reilly. continuing in the puritanical
vein. next said that obscene speech is of
so limited value. that our legislatures
should be able to proscribe it. Mr.
Reynolds. also arguing for giving the legislatures more control over determining
what is obscene, drew a parallel between
business and environmental protection regulations. He argued that since the legislatures have the right to regulate many
things, they should have the right to curtail
certain speech.
Professor Strossen was then able to get
the last words in before questions were
entertained from the audience. Further expounding on the community standards
doctrine, she said that the whole purpose
of the Bill of Rights and judicial review
is to place stringent limits on a community's will to curtail speech. And, she said,
there is usually no compelling argument
for proscribing speech other than a certain
majority being offended. Also, because it
is often unpredictable how a jury will rule
on certain obscene speech (citing the 2
Live Crew cases where two juries in the
same county arrived at two different verdicts). there will be a chilling affect on
speech generally.
Some of the most interesting answers
to questions were given by Mr. Reynolds,
who, after being asked how a community
standard would be determined. said that
if a legislature speaks, that would probably
be a community standard. When Mr. Hentoff next asked him if he saw that as acceptable, Mr. Reynolds replied that he didn't
find a problem with the legislators telling
people what they should be able to hear,
see and read. Mr. Hentoff then made the
point that obscenity laws are the only laws
on the federal statute books that allow trial
on the same criminal charges in more than
one federal court.
As one can see, for those of us who
believe strongly in full First Amendment
rights, we have our work cut out for us
in the 90s, and, I'm sure, beyond that.
Note: The Lesbian and Gay Law Students
Association will be presenting aprogram
on April 4, between 5 and 7 p-m., in the
student lounge, on hate speech and the
First Amendment. Professor Strossen will
also take part in this event.
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Jewish Law· Students Association
The Jewish Law Students Association
is an organization designed to introduce
to the law school community issues affecting Jews in relation to the law and society.
By way of speakers and lectures, the organization tries to bring to light the different ways that law affects Jews as a whole.
Last year. there were four speakers who
came to speak on various issues. The first
was General Amnon Strashnov, who is the
current chief Judge Advocate General of
the Israel Defense Forces in the occupied
territories, who spoke on the manner in
which the Israel Defense Forces were ensuring the human rights of the Palestinians
living in Judea, Samaria, and Gaza. Issues
relating to the three year old uprising by
Palestinians in the region were discussed.
Elizabeth Roth, a survivor of the
Holocaust, came on Yorn Ha'Shoah (The
Day of the Holocaust) to refresh all our
minds on the ordeal of the Jews of Europe
in World War II. Being in the Auschwitz
concentration camp as a young girl. she
was able to vividly describe the events of
that period. along with the atrocities laid
upon her and her family.
This past semester. in the course of the
general election year for members of Congress. candidate Bill Koeppel spoke on his
electoral positions and aspirations. Running against Ted Weiss, a Democrat in the
House of Representatives. Mr. Koeppel
related his views on the current budget

crisis and the Middle East and Israel.
Students also had the privilege last
semester of participating in a discussion
with Bertram Zweibon, the current counsel to Americans for a Safe Israel. on his
experiences in starting the Jewish Defense
League more than twenty years ago. The
event was very timely for vibrant discussion on theories of terrorism and unjust
and just acts of violence in light of the
killing of Rabbi Meir Kahane , the founder
of the Jewish Defense League. by El-Say id
Nosair.
A letter writing campaign was also very
successful last year in bringing to the attention of our country's legislators the plight
of Soviet Jews. Facing discrimination and
violent racism. the Soviet Jews are fleeing
the Soviety Union in great numbers fo~
Israel. The letters written by over two
hundred and fifty students of the school
urged the Soviet Union to permit direct
flights to Israel. rather than by way of
Eastern Europe.
This semester. the organization is looking to have Dennis Rapps, the attorney for
COLPA, an organization that monitors the
press on issues relating to Israel. discuss
the Gulf War and its effect on Israel. Other
ideas for speakers and activities are always
invited and encouraged. Please leave word
in the Jewish Law Students' mailbox if
you are interested in getting involved with
the group.

Latino Law Student Society
The Latino Law Student Society's main
event during the Fall 1990 Semester as the
successful Outreach Program coordinated
with the Black Law Student Association
and the Asian Law Student Association.
This yearly event solicits a few hundred
minority high school students to participate in actual law school classes conducted
by New York Law School Professors. The
program encourages the students to continue their formal education. To further
the goals of outreach, LLSA members and
other law school students devoted several

weeks to helping minority and disadvantaged students in applying for college.
The final event for the Fall Semester
involved a panel discussion on the possibility of Puerto Rico becoming the fiftyfirst state. The panel included influential
party leaders representing the major political views. The event was well attended.
This semester we have planned a Law
Day to encourage prospective Latino students to attend New York Law School, a
panel discussion on voluntary segregation
in schools, as well as a high school tutorial
program for minority students.

415 Snenth Avenue, Suite 62
New York, New York 10001
(212) 594-3696 (201) 623-3363

The Environment:
Extra Help
by Pete Wagner
Greenhouse effect . . . Deforestation of
the Amazonian Rain Forest ...
Acid Rain
. . . Ozone depletion . . . Dolphin-safe
Tuna ... Saddam Hussein. These are the
environmental issues that most people on
the street are able to recognize without much
difficulty. They are also the areas of the
environment that are most often highlighted
in the media. After Earth Day, our awareness
of these and other environmental problems
has been enlightened, but people continue
to wonder what they can do about these
troubling problems in our world. That is the
purpose of this column. This column will
help you to make a positive impact on our
world, and will show you how to save energy, water and natural resources through common sense, conservation and recycling.
Here are some helpful facts and tips about
how to protect our environment.
· FACT: When you throw away a soda
can. it is like throwing it away V:> full of gasoline. SAVE ENERGYBYRECYCUNG! !
· FACT: Brushing your teeth with running
water wastes 2,000 gallons of water per person per year. MOISTEN, BRUSH, SPIT,
RINSE!!!
· FACT: Lighting consumes 25% of
American electricity. If you convert to
flourescent light fixtures, you can save more
than 80% of the electricity used for lighting.
CONVERT AND CONSERVE!

REMEDIES
(I know law students LOVE these!)

· Recycle your cans in the WE CAN boxes
around New York Law School. Not only to
you save energy, but you help provide the
less fortunate with some income.
· When you get soda or coffee from a
store, tell the counterperson that you don't
want one of those little bags to carry it in.
After all, you're probably going to throw
the bag out as soon as you get the drink.
· If you have good rapport with a store
(or if you're a risk-taker) as them to stop
giving out those bags altogether. (Hint: If
they say no, make them feel really guilty
about it!)
· If you know of any delis or coffee shops
that continue to use styrofoam cups for their
coffees, as them to make the switch to paper.
(Hint; tell them that most of their competitors are using paper, and that our favorite
coffee shop, (NYLS cafeteria), switched
from styrofoam to paper last year.)
· SMOKERS, throw your cigarette butts
in the trash.
· NON-SMOKERS, throw your gum in
the trash.
· THINK GLOBALLY AND ACT LOCALLY.
If you have suggestions, comments, criticisms or ideas, drop a letter in the Environmental Law Society mail folder or stop by
the office.

Peter Wagner, NYLS Class of 1993,
Dartmouth College, Class of 1989 is a
member of the Environmental Law Society.

The Reporter: We're Looking for a Few
Good Writers Room 102, C Building
The War Has Started
1-800-NO-WAR
1-800-866-6927

THE SQUARE DINER

For information about:
. the Possibility of a Draft
. . . discharge Option
the Right to Speak Out
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THE SIRYS' PEACE PLAN
by Lawrence and Anastasia Siry

Corporation. I can see it now; "Disney's
Holyland". It would stretch from the
Mediterranean to the Gulf. It would be
the World's favorite family vacation spot.
We haven't worked out all of the details,
but we have a few for starters. On any
given day, long weekend tourists would
fly into Baghdad, Ben Gurion, or Ryad
Airports. Beautiful hotels on the West
Bank, or on the Tigris would house the
happy tourists and the accommodations
would be exquisite (just like the Polynesian at Disneyworld).
At the entrance to the park would be
the Dome of the Rock (instead of Cinderella's Castle). In the background one
could see Calvary. The amusements would
include "Jesus Christ's Wild Ride", which
would cost two green tickets. "It's a Holy

Over the past month I, as many of you,
have had one thing on my mind: The Gulf
War. I have watched CNN from dawn to
dusk read the New York Times, and gone
to a few peace rallies. I have been searching for answers, in a sea of lies. Saddam
Hussein lies, Bush lies: and the biggest
lies seem to be coming from the Media.
I don't think the "Almighty- Framers" of
the constitution saw the right of free
speech as the right to doop millions into
compliance. (Look who owns the major
Networks: NBC is owned by General Electric,
one
of the largest
defense
contractors).
WeU, I think I may now have some answers.
They
did not come
from
Washington or the U.N., or from the War After All" would take two blue and

Media-the answers came from my sister,
Anastasia, a first year student at Florida
State University. I have always thought
my sister was brilliant, but now I am convinced that she should give up her English
major for a degree in diplomacy. Her
theory goes as follows: the Middle East
has been troublesome for generations.
Something about that region gets people
going, so we must go to the root of the
problem. We should clear out the Middle
East, relocate everyone who lives there,
hell, its a desert. Everyone would be set
up on ranches in the Mid-west: Israelis
would get Texas, Palestineans would get
Montana, Saudis could have Nebraska and
parts of Wyoming and the Lebonese and
Iraqis would split Utah. Everyone would
have a homeland far enough away- from
each others homelands not to cause
trouble.
Once the desert is cleared out, we sell
the whold kit-and-kaboodle to the Disney

three red tickets. The "Wailing Wall" and Noted drunken poet Lorne Smith, who is sometimes mistaken for Charles
the "Oil Flumes" would take five yellow Bukowski, has joined the Reporter staff as layout edotir. Shown here being
tickets. "The Holy Family Tree House" welcomed by Susan Fleischman.
and "Pirates of the Achille Laurel" would
take three purple tickets. There would be
lifesized stuffed charicatures of Jesus,
Mary, and Joseph, Mohammed, Noah, Abraham, Job, and Ruth for the children's
entertainment. We would have Arabs and
Jews selling hot dogs and cotton candy,
while the Catholics would work the fish
fry. There would be balloons with crosses,
stars of David, and Islamic crescents.
by Seamus Murphy, lL
Mecca would be a day trip and tickets
.
.
.
.
would have to be purchased in advance Nowadays, certain groups find rt chic emphasis on education than others? Is it
from a travel -agency, People could see to claim that they want ~ertain chan~es ~o right to penalize a group because of their
Moses' part the Red Sea in the morning, ~e _mad~ b~caus~, of the_ir a.~leged b~hef in perserverance and success (e.g., Asiantake the Lawrence of Arabia's Camel Ride Diversity or Inclusion ; but-is this Americans are losing set aside admissions
in the afternoon and experience the Mira- rea~ly the goal of these ~ctivists? Or_ is at college because of their educational suecle at Cana that night. It would be a good their goal to rep_lac~ one h1erarc~y of bias cesses?
.
. .
capital investment and would bring peace th~t they feel d.1scnminates against the_m
Recent!~ this coalition held a c?nferto the Middle East-Peace in the Middle with another hierarchy of bias that dis- ence, entitled BIAS HURTS, which I
East? wow-Maybe it is just a fantasy. criminates in favor of them?
crashed. I use the word "crashed" instead
When Jesse Jackson claims that he of attended because quite frankly I do not
wants to set up a "Rainbow Coalition", is feel that I was invited. It appeared, from
this really what he and his supporters the posters and placards posted around the
want? If so, then how does one explain school, that the only people that were inthe criticism by many non-African-Amer- vited were: Lesbian and Gay Americans,
icans that the color of the Rainbow Coal- Asian Americans, Black Americans, Hisition is basically black? How does one panic Americans, Jewish Americans, and
explain the criticism by many African- Women. I, being none of the aforernen- ·
Americans that he has sold out Black tioned, felt uninvited. I brought this to the
America, as the Rainbow Coalition is not attention of one of the students organizing
over in the new semester.
black enough; or explain the "Hymie" the event and he apologized for this slight
by Michael Wood
3) If course work has been completed, comments by Jesse Jackson himself?
(I believe his apology to be sincere and I
Responding to student questions about the student has the opportunity to take an When David Dinkins claims that he apologize to him for any embarrassment
possible consequences of being called to incomplete exam and may audit the course wants a "Beautiful Mosaic", is this really that this letter may cause him).
For those who did not attend the conferactive duty, the Office of Student Services (or take it over, at the student's option) what he and his supporters want? If so,
has been working with the following during the next semester of attendance be- then how does one explain the comment ence , you missed an informative presentaguidelines. Student Affairs Director fore taking the exam.
by certain African-Americans that there tion. What was clear from the presentation
The timing of the call to service will are "too many yarmulkes in City Hall"? is that the determination of whether an act
Helena Prigal has emphasized that decisions will be made on an individual basis, deter~ine that possible actions. Students How does one explain the comments by is bias or not, may depend on subjective
but offered some general guidelines for who are concerned should contact the Of- Hazel Dukes, head of OTB and NAACP, beliefs instead of an objective standard.
students called up for military service:
fice of Student Services, on the second that she resents being served at restaurants For example, one panelist felt that during
l) Tuition will be credited to the next floor of "A" building, or should call 431- "by people who are not black" and who a robbery, in which one of the perpetrators
called one of the victims "Bruce Lee",
semester the student is able to return to 2318. The Office of Student Services is "don't speak English"?
open from 9:30 to 8:00 on Monday, to At New York Law School [NYLS] we that this name-calling made it a bias incischool.
2) If course work has not been com- 6:00 Tuesday through Thursday, and 5:00 have a coalition whose stated goal is diver- dent. Another panelist felt otherwise,
pleted, a student should expect to start on Friay.
sity. My question is: Is this really what since the original motive was robbery not
they want? They alleged in the May 1990 racism. Three of the speakers appeared
,.--------------------------------,edition
of The New York Law School Re- concerned with bias and had worthwhile
porter that there is a need for increased opinions to present to the audience. The
diversity among the faculty at NYLS. fourth speaker was so blatantly anti-white
Nadine Strossen wishes to express her deepest thanks Since they did not give any facts to support and anti-male, it was appalling. This perthis allegation, I could not tell if the cur- son even felt that people, whom she would
to the students, faculty and administation of NYLS for rent
faculty is diverse or not. Nor did they described as hate-mongers, possibly should
their support during her campaign and the events fol- say which group or groups are overrep- be denied the constitutional right of freedom of speech.
lowing her election to the Presidency fo the American resented. Is it: Irish? Italians? Iraqis?
Suppose it is shown that eleven memI hope that if this coalition ever holds
Civil Liberties Union.
bers of the faculty are Jewish, and if we another conference, that they will be sen"My only regret is that I have not been able to per- were to use statistics [quotas] only two sitive enough to make it obvious that all
should be on staff. are we supposed to NYLS students are invited. Also. they
sonally thank each _and every one of you yet."
terminate the other nine? Would replacing should consider if panelists like the fourth
these nine improve the quality of education speaker are there to enhance the discussion
at this institution? Should we not take into or are there merely to use it as a forum to
-Nadine Strossen account how the current composite of the spread their bigotry. Furthermore, maybe
faculty came about? Shouldn't it matter they could send a special invite to the perwhether it came about because of discrimi- son or persons responsible for writing on
nation, or because certain cultures or the blackboard of Room BB6 "'ALL MEN
~------------------------------... socioeconomic groups may place a heavier ARE SCUM!"

New York Law School
Guidelines for
Students Called To
Military Service

Viewpoint:

''Diversity or Exclusion''
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Friday,March1S,1991
(Happy St.

·ck-'5 Day!)

PIEPER NEW YORK BAR REVIEW,S one day seminar
will be offered 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m,
NEW YORK crrv·UVE: SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1991
NASSAU TA.PE: SCINDAY,MARCH 3, 1991
rA.PES Al.SO AVAIIABLE A1' 'l1IESE LOCADONS:
NEW YORK CIJ'Y, ALBAlYY, BOSTON, BUFFALO, SYRACUSE
& WASIHNGJON: SATURJMY, MARCH 9, 1991
Successfully passing this two hour exam is a requirement for admission to the New
York State Bar. This seminar is FREE to students who are enrolled in the PIEPER BAR
REVIEW COURSE, otherwise there is a $125.00fee which includes books. Why not
come and experience the Pieper method.
Applications can be obtained from your Law School or the National Conference of
Bar Examiners (319) 337-1287.
The filing deadline for this exam is Feburary 15, 1991. The exam fee is $25.00. Late
registration will be accepted until March 6, 1991, but the exam fee is increased to
$75.00. If you miss the March MPRE, the next MPRE exam is Friday, August 16, 1991.

For more information

contact your Law School Pieper Rep or

PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, N.Y. 11501•Telephone: (516) 747-4311
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Real Women Don't Kick Butt
by Liz Ames
The war had been raging for three or
four days when my classmate asked me if
I thought women should be drafted. Yes,
I answered. Then I pointed out how injust
it would be for my male twin to go and
not me. Our parents would be just as
heartbroken, the loss equally great. I
added that being drafted and fighting a
war is the price women pay for equal protection. Though there is no reason why I
shouldn't be drafted, I would unequivocally refuse to take part in a war. In my
mind, war is not a kick-ass assertion, or
the act of a decisive leader. Instead, it is
a resort to brutality.
Ever since, I have wondered at my answer. How could I justify sending a new
mother to war, who six weeks previously

had been breastfeeding her baby. Shouldn't
we be ashamed and horrified at a new
mother in fatigues. To find a suitable answer, I went out and bought a copy of
Virginia Woolf's Three . Guineas, which
was written in response to a question similar to the one my classmate asked of me.
The question put to Woolf is, "How in
your opinion are we to prevent war?" She
replies, "Why fight?-is not an answer of
any value. Obviously there is for you some
glory. some necessity, some satisfaction
in fighting which we have never felt or
enjoyed." Woolf wrote many wars ago but
her words still pertain.
Suddenly it was a ludicruous idea for
women to fight for equality by fighting in
a war. War has long been a private affair

of men, a monopoly game. When I
watched the Congressional debate on TV
about whether to act on the January 15
deadline, I only saw men testify. How
many women are in Congress? Few
women have the power to declare war, the
military authority to commend it or budget
to assign money to it. Then l remembered
Virginia Woolf's advice to her friend that
women could best prevent war by not repeating men's words and following men's
methods but by finding new words and
new methods.
I thought of women and the military
and remembered Lysistrata's clever, practical plan in 411 B.C. She gathered the
women of Greece and made them pledge
to stop making love with their husbands
and lovers in order to end the war, and it
worked. Or we women could refuse to
bear children who are later sent to war.
but that option lacks the immediacy of

Advocacy and War
by James P. Horan
Television brings us pictures of fighter
jocks giving "thumbs up" as they take-off
to hit Iraqi targets, tough Marines in
foxholes awaiting an attack, tank crews
preparing to drive into Kuwait, but we do
not see less glamorous troops like the
Judge Advocate General's Corps. There is
a Judge Advocate General (JAG) for each
branch of the service. He and his staff are
responsible for handling legal matters
within the Army, Navy, Air Force or
Marines. The deployment of over five
hundred thousand troops to the Persian
Gulf has put pressure on the JAG along
with other sectors of the military. To handle
the extra work. the president has activated
reservist Judge Advocates. while others
have volunteered for service with their
units.
The JAG's primary job is to maintain
discipline within the military. One Judge
Advocate prosecutes violations of military

law before a court-martial, while another
Judge Advocate represents the defendant.
Since the beginning of Operation Desert
Shield, the JAG has commenced courtmartial proceedings against reservists and
national guardsmen who have not reported
for active duty as ordered. Some examples
of these cases are: officers who are unwilling to honor their reserve commitment
after receiving Reserve Officers' Training
Corps (ROTC) scholarships; non-commissioned officers who have not been discharged because of red tape: and persons
claiming conscientious objector status.
When soldiers get in trouble with civilian authorities, Judge Advocates intervene and try to bring the soldier under
military jurisdiction. This may be of particular help given the laws of Saudi Arabia.
Judge Advocates have the somber task
of drafting thousands of wills for soldiers
preparing to embark for the Persian Gulf.

to ensure that their affairs are in order if
they should not return from combat.
On the home front, the JAG provides
legal advice to dependents with financial
trouble resulting from the deployment
overseas.
Reservists
and
national
guardsmen are hit hard financially when
they forego their civilian paycheck for a
military paycheck that is substantially
smaller. Many larger companies and government agencies make up this difference
in pay, but this is not required by law.
The rights of employees who enter military service are covered by the Vietnam
Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act
of 1974. 38 U.S.C. & 2021 et seq. This
act applies to all public and private employers, regardless of size, and covers all
non-temporary employees. Employers are
required to give reservists and national
guardsmen a leave of absence to serve on
active duty for a period of up to five years.

By Karen Emma

shocked. At first I laughed, then I felt a
pang~- in my stomach as if someone had
just told me that someone close to me had
died. War?That was something I only read
about. It seemed like such an uncivilized
thing to do. I did not think it would happen
again in my lifetime. But it did. We
bombed Iraq. Did this mean that hundreds
of innocent people were being killed? Chi!dren? mothers? fathers? I couldn't bear to
think of it. So I sat down and looked
around in and I asked him if he would let
us out early and he told me to sit down
and stop causing trouble. He than an-

nounced that war had begun and I asked
him about the details. He said all he knew
was that our airforces went in and had
been bombing since 7:00 p.m. He did not
know about the casualties. Wow. War.
What will this mean? How many Americans will die? Do we have the right to
kill people? After class (no, he did not let
us out early). Shari and I listened to the
radio in the. Student Lounge. They were
broadcasting the goings-on. We left school
and I walked up to Broadway to catch an
express bus.
At the bus stop. there was an Italian

d ay. "'
vved nes d ay, J anuary 15 , 1991 .
classes resumed after a three week break.
It was time to reunite with colleagues and
friends. It was a peaceful day. Feelings of
warmth came over me as people I hadn't
seen in a while smiled as I said hello to
them. After my morning class, I went to
work. I came back to School at 6: 15 p. in.
to meet my friends. Jackie and Shari for
dinner. We went to the RiverRun Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
While we were there. we heard the television by the bar become louder. It was
odd because a stream of continuous narration was coming from the set. We did not
think anything unusual was going on. But
time and time again. one of m) friends
and I kept glancing at the bar. It was
strange We continued to eat and talk, not
rnentoning
tht
trange aura which wa-,
overtaking the restaurant Then we got up
tc leav e. As we v. ere leav mg. we passec
.ne bar whicr wa now very crowded.
Aga1'1 it was unusual, but I did not think
too much of it. I ooxed a •. the televisi in
set and saw a commentator speaking and
telling the nation that the President will
be on m 20 minutes to ta k to us. Since
the midnight deadline for Saddam Hussein
to get his troops out of Kuwait had expired
14 hours earlier, I thought that the President was going to come on and tell us the
status of his plans. I did not think we had
already bombed Iraq.
My friend Shari and I went to our 8:00
p.m. class. I went to my locker to put my
things away and when I returned, Shari
said "We bombed them." I said "Who?
What are you talking about?" She said
"Iraq, Karen, we just bombed Iraq," I was
'r10

**

THESE COLORS DON'T RON!
the problem is, they can bleed.
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Lysistrata's proposal.
On the other hand, perhaps if women
join in combat, they will win medals and
then they too can become politicans and
even sit in Congress. And maybe once
inside those hallowed halls, these veteran
Congresswomen will publically throw
away their medals, testify about the horror
from killing a person, how it made them
vomit, weep, or how they have never been
able to eat meat since. And maybe the
male veterans in Congress will follow the
example by throwing down their war
medals.
Draft women? Let's instead provide an
alternative: why not call on Mrs. Bushwhere is she in this war? Or Mrs. Hussein?
Perhaps these two women could work to
find a new solution to war; their husbands
can only lock horns. Has anyone tried to
draft the wives? We should because real
women don't kick but.
After active service is over, the employer
is obligated to reinstate the employee if
the employee notifies the employer within
thirty-one to ninety days, dependening on
the length of service, that he desires his
old job. To .be reinstated the employee
must also have been honorably discharged.
This protection only applies to employees. If they are self-employed then they
bear all of the costs themselves. The JAG
reservists and guardsmen, who are sole
practitioners and are serving their country,
have a great deal at stake economically.
By indiscriminately attacking civilians
and using prisoners of war as human
shields, Saddam Hussein has been characterized as a war criminal. If Mr. Hussein
is tried before a military tribunal. then the
JAG's most significant contribution may
take place after the war.
James P. Horanls a I Yr. Day Student. Prior to entering
luv: school has worked as an aerospace
engineer. Graduatedfrom Cooper U11io11
in 1983 with (/ mechanical engineering
degree.

woman waitmg for the same bus I was
waiting for. We talked about the War. She
said that already there were two
bombscares in the World Trade Center yesterday.
Riding home on the bus, the black bus
driver was singing tunes-tunes of harmony. As we went through Bensonhurst.
I realized that not too long ago I took this
same bus with the same bus driver while
the 18th Avenue Feast was going on. Only
months earlier. Yusef Hawkins was killed
.n Bensonhurst and I wondered back then
if the black busdriver was apprehensive
about driving through Bensonhurst because of the racial tension which had developed. I wanted so much to ask him.
but I didn't. I couldn't help but think that
we live in sad times. People killing each
other right outside my own neighborhood,
Racial tension in the City. Blacks hate
whites and vice-a-versa. Prejudice which
I thought had final ) sub. ided , had su faced again. It was 'I Yer) sad thought I
really believed people outgrew bias. But
I guess the) never do
And I guess there is always a reason to
fight-a reason to kill. Now I am driving
in the same bus. but this time a larger War
is taking place. It's a war between countries. People killing each other over religious beliefs, territorial claims, oil, world
peace?'? It's ironic-President Bush-the
only man I ever heard profess over and
over again that he wants a kinder and gentler nation-the only man I knew who declared war. I understand the reasons we
had to go to War, but I don't understand
the reasons for people dying. Let's hope
this all ends real soon.
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The Brave

Phillip Spyropoulos
Though a system of beliefs may often
be burdened with stifling notions of selfperpetuating constatns, eternal and static
ideals, made so through the simple vehicle
of eternal and static consensus, are too
rare and delicate to tinker with. One such
ideal is that of Bravery. Bravery is a universal ideal that has been respected by the
ancients, by our pre-historic ancestors, It
seems even by fellow animals, transcending cultures, gender, and widely disparate
mindsets. Since we are slowly but surely
reaching a level of intellectual sophistication where, based upon the simple discovery that we are ultimately the architects
of our own meaning, we can actually consciously and collectively decide to embrace or reject any particular Fundamental
Idea (i.e.-an
idea resting on no other
grounds or legitimacy than its own existence), or even create one to suit our
needs. Once we decide to embrace Bravery as such a universal (whether based
upon a collective, conscious decision to
do so or upon beliefs legitimized by other
means) we have a responsibility not to

ASH
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!I) Should I apply the Common
Law Rule or the Majority Rule
on the Multistate Exam?

[II Is an offer good upon mailing
or receipt (Mail Box Rule)?

171
L.!.J Can

you be convicted of
arson if you burn down your
own house?

BAR/BRl's Q & A Clinic™ utilizes
more than 35 attorneys, available
to answer any questions and
work with you, 7am:..midnight,
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bar exam p eparation,

BAR REVIEW
The Nation's largest and most personalized bar review

212-504-!606
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Roving Reporter
by Susan Fleischman

What would your dream
Valentine's Day be liker

.-

a

Susan Fleischman, 3L
It would be filled with Chocolate from all my favorite people.
No flowers. No champagne. I will just be fed lots and lots
of chocolate! (hint, hint!!!)

Karen Emma, 3L

Benjamin Setareh, lL

A nice quiet day upstate in a log
cabin, with the fireplace on and the
snow falling outside. I would be
with a very affectionate man like
Michael Isaacs, and doing nothing
but sitting in front of the fireplace
just cuddling and ta\ki.ng 'a\\ day and
all night about anything but law.

A ski vacation weekend,
weather and a hot tub.

warm

Kim Potter, 3L
Not seeing a single person wearing red or carrying flowers.

Jim Shoemaker, 3L
Frolicking in the waves of
Wai Ki Ki with my favorite
tanned surfer-babe,
Sue
Fleischman.

Brian Becker, lL
A horse and carriage ride
through Central Park with
champagne
and
roses.
Then going to a broadway
show, then dinner.

Lawrence Siry, 3L
Valentine's
Day is just
another
ploy
of
the
capitalist system used to
further suppress the workers-After the revolution,
there will be no Hallmark.

II._

Brian Neville, lL
I would be with my girlfriend
alone in a winter cabin in a
jacuzzi with a fireplace and lots
of champagne.

Eric Levine, lL
A nice day of skiing and then
warming up in front of a fireplace and drinking a bottle
?f champagne and exchangmg massages.

Joseph Cella, lL
Sleep late with my wife and
relax & frolick in the king
size bed at least until noon.
At which point breakfast
would be delivered to our
room with a yellow rose in
a small vase to symbolize the
romance of the day.
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Summer Courses
in Environmental
L aw & Policy

Vermont Law School's nationally known
Environmental Law Center is offering 27
courses in environmental law, policy and
dispute resolution this summer. Two eredit, two-week and eight-week courses are
op~n to law school students to transfer to
their JD programs, or as candidates for
the Center's unique Masters program in
environmental law. Courses begin May
31 and conclude August 3rd.
General environmental
law courses
being offered include an overview course
in environmental law as well as individual
law and policy courses covering wildlife,
forestry, agruculture, solid waste. animal
rights, energy, coastal zone management,
and international and comparative environmental law, ecology. and environmental
management.
Land use and planning courses include
and introduction to planning and zoning
as well as specialized courses in the politics of land use, environmental problems
in real estate development, issues in affordable housing, land use controls administration, and conservation land trusts.
Technology and the environment courses
include two overview courses, risk assess-

ment and the Jaw, and the Jaw of toxic and
hazardous substances; specialized courses
include biotechnology law and policy,
CERCLA (Superfund) and Toxic Tort. Dispute resolution courses include environmental litigation, alternative dispute resolution and the environment, negotiation,
and mediation.
The summer faculty is drawn from nationally known environmental lawyers, managers an scholars. new faculty this summer
include Allen Miller from the University of
Maryland's Center for Global Change,
Robert Irvin of the National Wildlife Federation, Chief Counsel of the US Senate Agriculture Committee James Cubie and Albert Meyerhoff, Senior Attorney.' Natural
Resources Defense Council.
Law students may apply to the Center's
two-summer Masters prog0ram. credit1 s may
be earned through coursework; optional intemships are available . For fu rth er m1orma
. c
tion about the Summer Sessron
· or the M as _
ters program , contract Le s 1·te St au d"mger, E nvironmental Law Ce nte r, Viermon t L aw
School, South Royalton, VT 05068; phone
800-227-1395 ext. 2212
·

Public Interest
Fellowships
The Charles Revson Foundation has announced the availability of Law Students
Public Interest (LSPIN) Fellowships for
law students interested in working public
interest positions. Stipends of $3,250 are
available for first and second year law students attending law school in New York
and New Jersey who have secured volunteer summer placements with public interest organizations in the New York metropolitan area.
. Th.e 1991 LSPIN Fellowship Pr~gram
is bemg administered by the Root-TildenSnow Program at New York University

School of Law. Up to 50 grants will be
made to students working full time for ten
weeks during the summer of 1991. Applications and more detailed guideline? have
been forwarded to both the Dean's office
and the Placement Office of your School.
LSPIN encourages all interested students
to apply.
Deadline for applications is Tuesday,

March 12, 1991.
Awards will be announced by Thursday,

April 11, 1991.
CAREER OFFICE HAS APPLICATIONS.

CELTIC
CELEBRATION

.
.
Pnde m Peekskill wants you to THINK
GREEN .an~ save March 14 for the biggest
St. Patnck s celebr~t1on ever seen in
Northern
Westchester.
E
. . . d
. .
.
.
f verySonep1s 1.nvk1.te to Jdom uds Im Peekskill
or
e. an isten to the
h ah t. f atnc s para
.
rc yt hm . o outstanding
pipe bands
if
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1
ror.11 tkierr magru
icent
ta
ent.
e . parade
f
wt
ick
of
promptly
at
6
p.m.
with
p . kG
.C
S . 1
. Col.
atnc
arvey ot amp mith eadmg the
way.
_
After the parade, you may listen to the
lilting music of the fabulous Wolfe Tones

in the Paramount Center for the Arts on
Brown Street at 7:30 p.m. You won't want
to miss this special occasion! Tickets are
on sale for $22.00 and $18.00 at the
Paramount Box Office and may be obtained by calling (914) 739-2333.
Both the parade and show are sponsored
by Pride in Peekskill, a non-for-Profit organization.
For more information, contact Dan Caffrey during the day at (914) 737-2515.
or Cathy McDonald durinsb the eveninzb
at (914) 739-5860.
_

Robert Kennedy, Jr. Lectures On:
''Citizen Action on the Hudson River
Thursday, April 11th at 4:30
15 Steps to Sue Another
(sung to: "50 Ways to Leave Your Lover"

Master of Laws
Boston University
School of Law

LL.M. Degree in Banking Law Studies
A unique graduate program offering multi-disciplinary courses
of study in American Banking Law Studies and in International
Banking Law Studies.
Taught by faculty of the Boston University School of Law,
eminent banking law attorneys and management experts, these
innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of intellectual and practical education at one· of the nation's best law
schools. Covering the full range of advanced banking law
subjects, the curriculum also includes courses specially
developed to introduce lawyers to the economic and managerial aspects of the U.S. and international financial services
industries.
These comprehensive LL.M. programs offer unparalleled educational opportunities for lawyers who wish to practice in
these dynamic areas of specialization.
Applications are now being accepted for full- or part-time
enrollment in September 1991.

For a catalogue containing detailed
information and application forms, write:

Graduate Program in Banking Law Studies
Morin Center for Banking Law Studies
Boston University School of Law
765 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
or call: 617/353-3023
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution

Due process really is so easy,
can't you see,
Just weigh the matter and see if the court
can grant relief,
Then tell your client he must wait
so patiently
There must be
50 steps to sue another.
(refrain)
Just select a court, Mort
File a complaint, Nate
State your claims, James
Just listen to me,
Depose your party, Hardy
Get it to trial, Lyle
Convince the jury, Murray
and the matter decreed
Selecting juristiction really
isn't rough,
over the person or subject matter
is enough,
Whether it's federal or state court
the case will see,
There must be
15 steps to sue another
If you don't like the judgment,

file an appeal,
Hand it a brief stating why it
should be repealed,
All it takes is a writ of
certiorari,
There must be
15 steps to sue another.
by Suzanne Spink
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Labor and the Law
The Legal Aid StrikeA Cry for Help
Continued from page 4
In private industry, the future of the enterprise gives management a strong incentive
to bargain aggressively to conclusion. The
resulting negotiations are usually a simple
two-party problem. Negotiations for the
Legal Aid Society employees must make
necessary consideration for clients and include the primary funding agency.
The Legal Aid Society is funded primar-

ily by the City of New York. Its current
annual budget of approximately 100 million dollars is spent to provide representation for more than 300,000 low income
and indigent clients. The current economic
recession makes it highly unlikely that
New York will provide a large increase in
funding in the near future. Public discussion of the legal system is skewed in
favor of throwing criminals into jail rather
than protecting the rights of the indigent
accused. While headlines trumpet plans
for an expanding New York City's police
force, the newspaper coverage o f t h e wa lk out has been much more modest. P ay
. .
·
scales within the court system are lagging
behind inflation. A comparison of salaries

for the New York City Police Department
and the Legal Aid Society shows that it is
possible for the arresting police officer to
be paid more than the defense attorney (or
the prosecutor).
According to David Adams, the one day
walkout has brought broad attention to the
problems faced by Legal Aid attorneys.
The State Mediation Board has called and
offered to mediate and there has been some
slight movement in the previously deadlocked negotiations.
Th L
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SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in

Dublin
London
Mexico
Oxford
Paris
Russia- Poland
San Diego
Foreign Law Programs
•
Univ of San Diego School of Law
Alcala Park. San Diego CA 92110

Questions

Spring 1991 Student Organization Events

Not Cleared by C*NS*RS
I. Why do most people spend more
time in face-to-face negotiations to buy a
home or a car than Secretary of State Baker
spent in negotiating a peaceful settlement?
2. Has every avenue for peace really
been explored?
3. Does three weeks of playing golf
and piloting speed boats count as doing
everything to negotiate a peaceful settlement?
4. Where is April Glaspie, the former
U.S. Ambassador in Kuwait?
5. While the nation's infrastructure
crumbles, the children go uneducated, the
sick and dying are not properly cared forwhy is the Department of Defense the only
federal agency exchanging college tuition
money for temporary low paid labor on a
massive scale?
6. Can the United States also stand
accused of placing military weapons in
population centers by establishing "Home
Ports?"
7. Is invading a smaller nation justified
if its leaders are removed by playing rock

_!!!!3

. _. .
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'n' roll music and then confined to the
invader's prison, but unjustified if they are
forced into the exile of an air conditioned
hotel suite?
8. Why are sanctions given years to
work in South Africa and not even six
months in Iraq?
9. Why didn't our leaders also learn in
Contracts I that you don't rely on a pledge
of money before you spend it?
JO. Does this mean that the "peace divident" has been reinvested?
11. Are the interests of still another first
son. a la Neil Bush, behind another massive exploitation of the citizens of the
United States?
12. Why are United States citizens put
in harm's way to restore a king to his
throne?
13. What, exactly, is the "new world
order?"
14. Has the United States embarked
upon the most dangerous course in the
world's history?
15. Why are Scuds inaccurate weapons

of terrorism and not simply weapons that
also cause collateral damage?
16. More specificallywhat is "collateral damage?"
17. Are casualties a new line of designer
outerwear or a polite way of speaking of
something you don't want to say?
18. Why was an impending Iraqi invasion of Kuwait none of our business in
July, but by the beginning of August it
became the defining issue of our nation?
19. Is decimate defined as one-tenth,
or a large part?
20. Aren't there any better ways of
negotiating an OPEC contract dispute?
21. How does using force to remove
constripted troops from an occupied nation
suggest killing their families at home?
22. If war is good for the economy, how
do you account for the strength of the
Japanese economy in light of its minimal
defense spending?
Nicholas Penkovsky
Section C student.

is an outspoken

February 21--Student Bar Association party, 6 p.m.
to !0:45 p.m. in the Student Lounge.
March 6---Phi Alpha Delta, panel discussion on date
rape, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room.
Speakers wiII include a New York City police officer
and others to be announced.
March 7th---Criminal Law Society, lecture "Defending Battered Women Who Kill Their Tormentor," 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room.
March 13th-Lesbianand Gay Law Students Association, videotape on Anti-Lesbian and Gay Violence
produced by the Manhattan District Attorney's Office,
5to7p.m.
March 19th---Christian Legal Society, panel discussion of litigation and its alternatives, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in the Faculty Dining Room. Featured speakers will
include Anders Enemark, Esq., Allie Detierre, Esq.,
and Mark Bemer, Esq.
April 1st-Criminal Law Society, all-day workshop
on trial skills, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the LeFrak Moot
Court Room. Speakers from the District Attorney's
Office are expected.
April 4th-Lesbian& Gay Law Students Association,
panel discussion on hate speech. 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in
the Student Lounge. Speakers to be announced.
April llth--Environmental Law Society, lecture by
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. on environmental issues he
has been involved with, 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Faculty Dining Room.

Two· Distinguished
Alumni Scheduled
to Speak in April
The New York Law School Office of
Public Affairs has announced two luncheon talks by NYLS alumni business
executives in April. The speaker on Tuesday, April 9, Arnold Kopelson, NYLS
'59,
received
the Motion
Picture
Academy's "Best Picture" award in 1987
for his role as producer of "Platoon." He
has also served as producer for such popular films as "Porkys" and "Triumph of
Spirit." Joel Silver, NYLS '60 will speak
on Tuesday, April 30. Mr. Silver is the
' Executive Vice-president of Hoffritz for
Cutlery. For tickets to the luncheon
speeches, contact the Office of Public Development and Public Affairs.

Son of Noted
NYLS Graduate
Dies
Robert F. Wagner, Jr., son of the noted
s enator from New York, Robert Wagner,
'~YLS '02, and former mayor of New
{ ork City, died during the night of February 11. Mr. Wagner, who himself was
famous for defeating the party bosses in
his bid to become mayor, died at his home
on the upper East Side of Manhattan.
Robert F. Wagner was 80.
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All Legal Writing Instructors- Die. Thanks
for the b, Love, Chris·
Al: Happy Valentine's Day to our favorite
3rd year. Laura and Michele.

1991 .

I killed JFK.

Personal Messages
Valentines and Otherwise

Alex: Are we still friends? the Racoon
Lodge
Bev C. I-A: I love you, you ,beautiful Dineen McDonald-Garcia: Meeting you
Alex: Uncoded: Not so mushy Happy Val- sweet young thing!!!
has been one of the most pleasurable exentine's lQay. Mike.
periences at New York Law School. You
· 1
To Bevery Chow: You stoke my fires! Be certainly help me stay awake in class. Your
Alex: Violets are purple, roses are yellow, my Law School Valentine! Love Bingo the secret admirer.
happy Valentine's day to a helluva fellow.
Wolf-Boy
D'Alesia S.
To C., B., & A.: I hope we'll always be Dr. F (IL) Can you tell I have a crush on
friends. From S. I-A
you? How about a video at your apartment
To A. "Stan's Best Customer" A.: From
one night? You make the popcorn, I'll
now on the back room is off limits to you C.G.: Sorry I ripped your stockings. My
make the breakfast. Let me know (#~622)
after you've had more than two beers. The passion overwhelmed me. M.
R.R. P.S. This is no undergraduate Joke.
Management.
C.G.: (I-A) Sometimes in Torts I would D'Alesia S: We'll be fit and trim by sumA.,B.,C., & S: (the love pigs and their get lost looking at your beautiful eyes and
mer. Meet you at Jillian's. Or is it Lucy's.
pimp) you gave us the call of the wild. long black hair. Across the room.
No, no, its Lillian's! Shivane Debbie BarWe want to swing from your coconut trees
nett: Be my Valentine. The guy up front.
yodel from the peaks of your fertile val- C. "Chained Heat" G.: Be our Valentine!!!
leys. Come-run with the pack and we'll Love Whoopie and Squerrillosaurus Rex.
Mr. Donner: Once just wasn't enough. I
pick the lice out of your hair forever. Tarhunger for you. I long for you. When I
zan, Cheetah and Wolfie
C. "Kiss my Whip" G.: You drive us wild. dream of you I hear wolves howling in
You are truly the sexual magnet of section the wind. Please Call.
.
Dearest A.A.: Come be my concubine of A. Spanky, Blinkey, and Thruster.
E:lmissyourburgundycarpetbootshair
the desert nights. I'm in the process of
pulling 1 Othtloorbikehairpullingthe"L"word.
acquiring some beach front property (a lit- M. Carner: I love you. Chris.
Budge
tle oil washing up on the beach), but it is
perfect for you. Love and hugs, your big Claudine: Your boyfriend seems nice, but Edith Prickly: Sometimes you rub me the
teddy bear, Saddam Hussein.
ditch him and run away to Brazil with me. right way.
Dear A.A.: Let me suck your fingers once Clifford LoCurto:
Thanks
for the
again.
memories. Maybe we can do ti again next
year. STNY
Alesia: Your quiet beauty overwelms me.
A silent admirer.
CG.: We both did well in torts. Glad we
studied together. S.
Anita Messina: Happy Valentine's Day to
a wonderful girlfriend.
Caroline: When all is said and done, we're
Guess Who!
true. Meet you at Stan's for a revival of
the 3 Virgins. Wanna share a rnarguarita!
Andre Cummings: The best looking guy Shivane.
in 1-L, happy valentine's day.
Chris Luongo: Me so horny. Love from
Andy Linfante: Don't be coy, let's get to- the girls at New York Dolls. You are so
gether and get it on. We can do things much fun to watch while you are watching
besides study, you know.
us.

In memory of our late belived William L.
Proesser. Love and admiration forever.
K.L.
I: Movie in the stairwell. Show me that
you can really dance. J.
I had a $3.2S beer with you. Do you think
the prediction will come true? Happy Valentine's Day. Love. Guess Who?
J9: Why not be my undercover slut for a
while. I still remember your kisses. The
Robot Man.
Mr. J.H. 1-A, I think you are a sweet guy,
and very smart. Ms. Mystery.
Jamie McDonald: You are the best, a good
friend and a great smile. Your Friend.
Jason: Get off the God damn phone!
Jason: You looked so adorable in your hat.
Jennine: I love your cowboy boots and
earrings. You brighten up my day. Seated
in front of you in Contracts.
J.G. (Section I-A): Happy Valentine's Day
you beautiful sexy woman you.
Jennine: You have such a pretty smile, it
lights up my life.

Elisa H.: Happy Valentine's Day from your
secret admirer in section B.
Jackie P.: I wish you 's sit next to me in
every class. You friend.
Elizabeth Edwards: Whenever you speak
in class it is so interesting, I just wish J.C. Better luck next time. You are very
you'd speak up. Your secret admirer. P.S. cute. Are you married. I'd like to get to
Can we study together next semester?
know you better.
Elizabeth N.: Roses are red, please be my
Joseph Conway: I like studying with you.
true red rose.
Let's do more of it. Your friend behind the
locked door in the library.
E. Rose: Will you study with me at Stan's
next week on Thursday? Let's drink a few Judy, Judy. Judy, Judy Pertet: My favorite
big ones and get real.
study partner. Happy Valentine's Day

1991.
Eric Levine: I worship your body and your
mind. Come lie with me and be my love Karen G.: Fun times at Stan's forever. Let's
Be all you can be in the Army! Bring the Danny: HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO
and we shall all life's pleasures prove.
tryThursdays. Happy Valentine's Day.
troops home now, so they can continue to A VERY SPECIAL BOY. I LOVE YOU.
be!
MOMMY. XOXOXOXOX
M. Fenice: Happy Valentine's Day. keep Karen: Thanks for always being there.
B. Thank you so much for your help.
Happy Valeinte's Day!

up the good work.
Danielle in Career Services: Forget about
my career, let's talk about love. CL, MM, Fem: You know you are my favorite!
MPVL.

Happy Valentine's Day. Ike.

Karen: Is it true racquetball improves your
love life? Especially your endurance'?
Ms. Fuller: Let's spend some time to- Love J and s.
Beverly: The only one with a level head. Danielle Delio: Let's study together.
get her.
Hit me again and I'll wear my spikes! SF
Forget the books, we'll get together at my
Mr. Kiernan: Always have something inG.A.:
The commonalities
between us teresting to say, when you say it. Why not
B. Katz: (Section C) I've been watching place.
bring us closer together.
you. A Secret Admirer (Section C)
go out to Stan's with us for a good time? L.
Daren: You have such interesting lips.
Love and Kisses, J-Head.
Bev: let's study together next semester.
Green Eyes: Aren't you glad you had that Tracy Kohlman: Happy Valentine's Day
Darlene: You are an original beauty in pipe in your car? Now I know who to tum from your special friend.
to when there's trouble! Happy Valentine's
Bill M.: Let's get serious together. You're mind, body and soul.
always joking but I'd like to get to know
Day "Big Guy."
Rebecca Koch: What do you say we slip
Darlene M. of Section A: We think you're
you better.
away for spring break in Bermudy and
neat. Spanky, the wolf-boy and Uncle To G. "Captain Crunch" G.: Thanks for forget to bring our books. Your best study
Huey.
all the great times. at sea. You can be. my partner.
Big Mike: Make up your mind already!
rear admiral any time. Love Moby Dick.
Darlene Miloski: Roses are red, violets
B. Becker: Thanks for the study help.
To the four Law School Love Pigs: (Trixie.
are not, I get warm, 'cause you're so hot. J. Gaier: Happy Valentine's Day to the "3 Slurpie, the Magnet and Bambi) Thanks
love you.
Happy Valentine's day.
Virgins." Ha! Ha! Ha!'
for the memories. from the Marine AmBrent Bums: Happy Valentines Day. See
. phibious Light Tactical Division, Dharan,
you at Stan's. Talk to me in private. Your Dave LaPorta: I love your cowboy boots. Happy Valentine's Day to Mr. Magens: Saudi Arabia.
Bouquets of roses and violets in bloom.
secret admirer.
You're so sexy. A section B admirer.
Just stay away from that little back room! Mr. A Lee: Definitely the most handsome
D'Alesia S.
•
Brian Neville: Let's go to an Irish weekend Davey: You Know You're My Favorite!
guy in first year. From the women in the
in the Catskills together. It would be
row behind you.
Dave Palmer: I'd sure like to get to know Happy Valentine's Day to "the Magnet":
cheaper if we shared a room.
you, if I could.
Roses are red. violets are blue, every law Laura O.: Be my Valentine. From the guy
student needs a friend like you. D'Alesia w/ blue eyes behind you.
C. Anroeli: More good times to come.
Happy Valentines Day you tiger you.
Dave De Siver: I think you are passionate S.
and wonderful.
Laura 0. You brighten up every day.
Basement C bldg'--1/31/91 You: Blonde,
Happy Valentine's Day to the two men Happy Valentine's Day.
Beautiful in bright blue sweatshirt, pink, Debra Barnett: Happy Valentine's Day and who spent the night together on my
green, orange, purple and blue tights. Me: thanks for your ready smile and good na- sofabed.
Laura 0. You drive me wild with your
Saville Row Grey pinstripe, regimental ture. 1-L.
quiet smile. Love C.
Mr. Hollands: I think you are the best drestie, German accent. I must meet you=-our
eyes met and then you were gone. I' II be Debbie Metzger: You are so sweet. I'll ser in our class. You add a lot of style. Laura: I love your boots. Mike
always be your friend.
Thanks and happy Valentine's Day.
at Stan's on Thursdays.

'Love, S.
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· Law Texts are read. law tests are blue.
Happy Valentine's Day: to Trixie. Too!
D'Alesia S.
Liz N. When I dream. I dream of you.
L.N. (Red): We do appreciate you & love
you. it's a lot of fun to tease you, though.
Your friends.

-Hv~~ Vulturt.
see Ks

Mr. Line: All the women in class think
you are sexy. It is such a shame you are'
getting married.
Lincoln G.: Let's work on our studies together. Thanks for the help next semester.
We'll both do better next semester.
H. VD .. your friend.

Sick Criltcr

to
=---....!...!.

-...--~!!..

'""'ro"

a cantal nlaf.ottslii,P.

Jackie: Happy Valentine's Day. Lots of
000 and XXX. Mike
J. Fessler: It's not your mind I've been
wanting all these years. it's your body.
Will you comply?-too embarrassed to
sign.
Dear Mike Isaacs: When are we having
Jackie. Shari. Joanne, Karen & Ronni: You our hot tub jello-filled party? Your babes
girls are the best. I fove you all. Happy
Valentine's Day. Mike
Dear Ms. M-G: If you weren't so darned
beautiful. I'd have been able to pay attenDear Joe Miele: Are you sure you don't tion in class. Remedial
want to try being tied up? Your ladies-inM. Russo: After sitting behind you all
waitmg.
semester. I find that I've developed the
Joe: When 's our next album coming out. biggest crush on you. Sorry about kicking
your chair.
manager? Trixie
To Jackie. Karen and Ann: The three best Madame Hussein: I worship you. D.
friends a person could have. Happy Valen- Changtine's Day. thanks for being there. All my
Mr. Moses: I love your mouth. Woltboy
love. Shari.

To Mike "Scarface .. S.: "Watch out or
To My Valentine: Roses are me. vio!e
you'll be sleeping with the fishes ... Love.
are you. if it weren't for good frieno-,
John G .. Tony Fish Eggs and Louie Three
what would we do? D'Alesia S.
Fingers. PS. Put the file in the cake.
She doesn't ask for much but she is very
demanding.
Sue with the "nu du": Come in out of my
dreams.
Lorne S.: You are so passionate. Can we
get together at Stan's Place for some quiet
conversation some time? Happy Valentine's Day.

L. Smith: We know of your involvement
Moses: You seem to put so much thought in the JFK affair. Loose Lips sink ships.
Dear Jackie. Shari & Joann: Since this is into class. How about showing some class
Happy Valentine's Day from the CIA and
Valentin's Day and our last year to sit 4- and thinking about me. I miss you.
Uncle George Bush
ever in these wonderful! classrooms together. I just want to tell you that I've
Nancy Nissen: You have such piercing blue Dear Spooky (AG): Will you be my special
enjoyed sharing my law school years with
eyes.
My spine turns to jelly when you Valentine? Chiefy Wiefy Holding Back.
you. Love Karen
look at me. Chris
Lorne Smith: I'm sorry I wasn't able to
Joanne: Your words of wisdom are exquisMs. J. Puskas: Roses are red. violets are take you up on your generous offer. Let's
ite pearls. Thanks. happy Valentine's Day.
blue. you're very quiet. but I really like wrestle.
Mike
you.
Jason: Dont hit my p----- anymore. Happy
Valentine's Day. Mike

Mr. Schwartz: Let's do it again. next week.
Patrick O'Dwyer Wood: Happy Valentine's We can go over our studies in between
Day from your dad. l love you and miss times.
you. Dad

Mr. J. Leone: I've reconsidered. I'm glad
you asked. Please ask again. Sorry and
frustrated.
Patrick: You know you're my favorite.

To A. B. & S: I'm so lucky to have great
friends like you. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love. C.
To the nookie-nookie man: Hope you get
some on Valentine's Day.
Tyrone: Where's the NUTELLA?
Vicky W.: I can't wait for our date on the
16th. From your secret admirer
What was that'?This is not a shawade. You
need total concentration. Now try it again,
this time with feeling.
Where's Sally Ann?
Mr. Wood: Happy Valentine's Day to the
leader of the pack. Meet you in Stan's for
a big one. Luv All 0 We
Mr. Mike Woods: Down with the union.
Be a capitalist and support management.
Mike Woods: Don't get any splinters up
on the light post.

TM: I never would have made it through
without your friendship. Thank you for
museums. Paris, a strong shoulder and
Judy Jetson: I promise never to poke you Patrick Benn: You are the sexiest. espe- your continued presence in my life. To the
future, J.A.M. _
again if you'll be my Valentine 1 PJR
cially in dim light. Let's try a serious date
Social Register
and start some serious action. Happy ValT.
A.
M.
I
love
you
more
than
the
whole
John Ca1TOll: Let's study together some entine's Day. you know who.
square footage of Texas'
SWF 2nd year law student, petite. I love
more. Let's try my place this time. I'll
cowboy boots, motorcycles, bikers and
buy the dinner. you buy the breakfast. All Paddy: All is cool. Be good! The Bitch
handcuffs. Looking for an open pillion
Nighter
PM,.: Show some respect' Or at least put
pad. Reporter box J
Prof. MLP: You can have jurisdiction over some pants on'
John S.: To the most wonderful boyfriend my person um any time.
SWJM (NR) seeks platonic companion for
in the world. Love. your honey
J. Pertet: Thanks for your friendship.
theater
and concerts. Reporter Box 2
Paula S.: You are as sweet as pumpkin
Joe Brennan: you are the hottest libertarian pie. Love. Chris
Romi: Thanks for the late nights in the SWM. I yr. looking for good times. seeks
in school.
library. Hud
SWF for intergalactic travel. I love tatoos,
On or after this date. I am not responsible
Ice. ice baby
it would seem to me for dumb or idiotic statements which I
high heels, long hair. Reporter Box 7 (MP)
Ronni: Happy Valentine's Day. Thanks for
that we need to form a study group.
have previously made. A. D'Arnato
being my consigliere. I will return the SWM, Florida guy seeks attractive birnMitch: Can We recapture it? Or is it too
bette to play rodeo and king for a day.
Otis D. Roses are red. violets are blue. favor. Mike.
late'? Your morning library partner.
Reporter box 8 (MM)
your eyes are pretty and I love you.
Roses are red, violets are blue. The past Mike Wood: How about a bi gone at Stan's?
is the past. let's start anew. D'Alesia S.
SWM, I st year. sometime construction
Keep cool. SF
Mitch. Can we recapture it? or is it too
worker, sometime professional wrestler
late'? Your morning library partner.
To: Ronni R. Jamie M, Janice L, Amanda (Hillbilly Jim archetype). Sometime proMikey: Thank God for Noni. Nana. Kiki,
and Papa. I Love You. MaMa
Mike Wood: How about a big one at Stan's? B. Nicole R. Marci G, Gia P, Tina F, Susan fessional Santa Claus. looking for SF to
S. Jackie R. Connie P, Maria R, Maria go to Kung Fu movies. bowling, demoliKeep cool. SF
De Pilar 0. Cindy D, Lori F, Janis M, tion derbies, eat Pizza and walk Dailv
Mike. Chris and Mike: We think you are
Kelly G, Susan F. Liz N, Nadine S,: Al- !J_ell's picket lines. Reporter Box 3
gods. you studs. Love the women of New
though the time we shared was short. the
York Law School.
Roses are red. violets are blue. Joe is a
mem~ories were sweet. When years go by. SWM 20-something, 3rd yr., short, sweet,
doll. and I adore Pat, too. D'Alesia S.
and
our memories dim. please read this fit sex machine, dark hair and mustache,
Mike P: I love your cheesy mustache. D.
and remember it was meant with all my prosecutorial ambitions, seeks one or more
Roses are red, violets are blue, E. Rose
love, Happy Valentine's Day, Peter Geor- SF sex fiends for those long hot winter
Dear M .M.: I'm sorry I laughed. Perhaps is a serious student, I wish I was one too.
galas
nights. Reporter Box 4
if you showed it somewhere besides Stan's
. . . an admirer.
Ms. Roy: I love you. Your secret admirer.
Tina Tong: I adore your intellect. I revere SWM I st year. Sure bet for Law Review
seeks nubile young woman who will adMr. Morgan: All the boys at the Badlands Shivane: The sweetest woman in the class, your friendship. happy Valentine's Day.
mire
my superior intellect .and administer
mis you. Where have you been?
the classiest women in Legal Method.
Dougal: I love you, Will.
~hite wine and back-rubs. Reporter Box 5
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ATTENTION: CLASSES-OF 1991 & 1992 '

SPRING.. .SEMESTER
DISCOUNT
.

UP

TO

WHEN YOU REGISTER EARLY FOR BARIBRl'S
·NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, OR ANY NEW ENGLAND BAR REVIEW.
-

If your registration

New York
New England
New Jersey

fee is:

$150

$100

$50

$1095
$945

Your tuition will be:
$1145
$995

$1195
$1045

$845

$895

$945

.

Note: Regular tuitions are $1245 In New York; $1095 In New England
·
and $995 In New Jersey.

THE LAST DAY TO SAVE UP TO $150 IS~

!3r: f 1V1vov~~cT>

. BAR REVIEW
THE BAR REVIEW THAT CARES ABOUT YOU.
415 SEVENTH AVENUE, SUITE 62
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001
{212} 594-3696 {201} 623-3363 {516} 542-1030
(914} 684-0807, FAX: (212} 643-9460

Tll

ao PARK PLAZA,

-

SUITE 930
BOSTON, MASS. 02116

(617} 437-1171 (203} 724-3910
FAX: (617} 437-0698
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